ISTeC Executive Committee
Minutes
August 25, 2008

Attendees: Karen Kaminski, HJ, Pat Burns, Ricky Kwok, Lucy Troup, Jim Folkestad, Jamie Switzer

Guests: Sanjay Rajopadhye, Christos Papadopoulos

1. Rajopadhye gave status of Computational Science (Grad 510, NERSC)
   a. Grad 510 is also CS 475
   b. Fall 2007: 26 students – ½ 475, ½ 510
   c. Fall 2008: 30 – 7 for 510
   d. NERSC – National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center – will be used by students
   e. Advertising - get out “genfac” email; through HPC study forum and ISTeC HPC web site – based on response at forum --- – target dept. grad com chairs and other faculty at luncheon where Sanjay and Wim will speak – EAC to coordinate if we do it

2. Papadopoulos gave status of Coffee with CSU Seminars
   a. template for a summary slide to add to web site
   b. list of carrots based on what past speakers have received
   c. Christos will meet with faculty already signed up
   d. speak at CS and ECE faculty meetings
   e. he will contact ISTeC IAC members – can send update info later
   f. he will update exec every 6 months
   g. for now – no need for subcommittee

3. Building Bridges for Educational Excellence
   a. PSD will give awards to their teachers that create collaborations
   b. annual event
   c. School of Ed can set up 1 credit courses for teachers – summer pay from dept., teacher will pay for course
   d. will be advertised through EAC and key depts.

4. Pat Burns gave status of NSF proposal
   a. NSF Expeditions proposal for Fall 2009 is in planning stages
   b. HPC study will be used to evaluate funding opportunities

5. HPC Open Forum (agenda, status, advertising)
   a. all is going as planned